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Joan:  I think this is something that is such an auspicious event that we could not have 
foreseen it, nor planned it in any way!  It was sooooo beautiful! 
 
This aspect of the Mother and the Divine Feminine is so important.  It has no gender 
separation like we experience in the human body.  Because, regardless whether you 
occupy a feminine body, a female body, or a male body, both aspects of the Divine are 
present within you, that Mother energy as well as the Father energy.  And I think we’ve 
been so programmed from a patriarchal viewpoint that we totally miss that.  And this 
event was such that it implants that in that no time-no space Convergence Vortex that is 
so important in the upliftment of the Planet, of Mother Earth herself, to bring 
everything in a unified expression where there is no limitation of time or space, of any 
kind.  It is such a significant event that happened.  I’ve just been blown away by it. 
 
Melainah:  All of it was so unexpected.  We could not have, as you said, foreseen any of 
it.  And I went out there out without any kind of a plan and it just all unfolded just as it 
should have.   
 
When I shared Raphaelle’s email with Joan on Sunday, we both had the very strong 
Knowing that that Being was Andromedan.  And that her ship was not a ship in the way 
that people see a ship.  What we have received is that it is a Light Vehicle for a Light 
Being. 
 
She’s been very present since she’s been introduced to me through this email.  And of 
course she’s now very much present with each of you personally. 
 
I asked her her name and I could hear her, but it’s not a word.  It’s a sound frequency.  
And maybe as I sit with it more, I’ll get something that I can verbally share with you, but 
right now I can’t.  It’s an energetic sound signal. 
 
Joan:  Well, I think that another significant point here is that when our group went 
together and visited that Vortex, no time-no space, the time-space Convergence Point 
back in 2018, we had NO idea how that laid the groundwork or the foundation for what 
was to follow over two years later.  It made a real strong connection with every member 
of our Crucible --  everyone in a human body and those who don’t have human bodies 
that are part of that Crucible.  And it was very evident to me, as Gabriel led us in that 
meditation, that He connected every piece and part of that equation for the upliftment 
of Earth itself, but also bringing in that important part of the Divine Essence.  It’s not 
being separate but united into one magnificent expression in a human form.   
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[5:27]  Joan:  And, of course this evening we had a whole different agenda planned.  And 
when I spoke to you on Sunday I knew that was off the table for the time being, until 
this could be put in place! 
 
And the other thing that I noticed is that this group, Raphaelle and Michael’s group, is 
not just a run of the mill group.  I mean they do some awesome work and are very 
evolved Beings.  And they provided that physical presence as a stand-in group for our 
group.  And I saw that so clearly.  So that our Crucible received and was part of that 
ceremony. 
 
John:  Well and their’s too, don’t you think, for that group as well. 
 
Joan:  Right, even though they don’t have the foundation that we have, because we’ve 
been working with that energy for a few years now. 
 
So, it’s just amazing how things are transpiring and evolving for our personal Ascension, 
each one of us as the individual, but yet as this group functions, as our Crucible and 
membership functions, to bring about a transcendence out of the separation of the 
Earthly Realm.  We play such a really significant part in that.  And if you didn’t realize it 
before, I know just by listening to this that you can feel the energy. 
 
John:  And this should not go unmentioned, Melainah thank you so much for being the 
go-between for us and everybody else, that you performed this ceremony that was so 
significant.  So, thank you.  We couldn’t have done it without you, girl! 
 
Melainah:  Well, I’m honored to have been a part of it.   
 
You know, when Raphaelle and Michael…..  Those of you who came through Mastering 
Alchemy -- Michael and Raphaelle are part of that back story and all of that.   
 
Jim came from/through the BPI [Berkeley Psychic Institute] and Michael Tamura took 
over when the founder and original teacher of BPI, Lewis [Bostwick], when he became ill 
Michael actually took over running the BPI Center.  So if you came from Mastering 
Alchemy, so there’s that connect point all the way back all those years ago.   
 
And I never had the privilege of meeting Lewis, who founded, who started that BPI, in 
the 70’s, I can’t remember exactly, ’73 or ’75.  In ’98, when I went to an intensive, the 
lady who was taking care of him during his last years, that was his last year that he was 
there.  And I felt a very strong connection to Lewis, and from time to time for many 
years his Presence was coming up.  And for some reason in the last few weeks before 
this event happened, I was aware of Lewis again in my presence.  And now I know why. 
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[9:53]  Melainah:  So it’s just we need to keep backing up and looking at the broader 
picture, the broader picture, and how all the concentric rings go together and how we 
all are so truly connected.  We’re just part of something so much bigger.  Our contained 
group is so important to that uplifiting, as Joan says, and the realization that we are part 
of a broader continuum of people who are here to effect change and affect the 
Ascension and bring the healing back to the earth.  And just as our group is, they had 
people on the boat that day that came from all over the world.   And now they take 
these Energetics back out all over the world.  So it’s just a coming and a going, and 
sharing. 
 
I was mind-blown.  It was one of those days when I came home – the Energetics had 
been so high, I could do nothing for the rest of the day.  I had to go lie down.  And that’s 
not something I do during the day.  And unless the Energetics are really high, I’m not 
affected that way out there anymore.  But this day was off the chart!  And now we 
realize we have an Andromedan Being with us!  So, all these other components came in, 
in the moment, as things were happening, that we really weren’t aware of. 
 
Well anyway, it’s just be an honor and a privilege this journey and to be a part of this 
with all of your Guys.  I’m just very excited where it’s going to go next.   I mean this 
event has changed, it’s shifted some of the things now that will be leading up to the 
Conference and what we may now have an opportunity to do at this Conference, that 
we may not have had an opportunity to do had this event not happened as it happened. 
 
So, those are all those, again, those little connective dots and the things that are just 
being orchestrated, far beyond our human -- We’re not making it happen.  We’re just 
allowing to be in the flow and going with it.  I don’t know – it’s just a beautiful process 
all the way around. 
 
John:  Well, we really do appreciate you very, very much! 
 
And we might as well as open the discussion to the group and see if there might be any 
questions or comments about what happened. 
 
Joan:   I think it’s important to not get into our mental processing of this but realize that 
it is a very deep seeding within us that will unfold and flower the closer we get to the 
Conference.   
 
And I think it also will shift the teachings somewhat in preparation for the Conference, 
in the things that will be covered.  There’s a lot of wounding that took place on the Earth 
since the fall.  And I think that this is part of that healing of that wounding, especially in 
the masculine and the feminine, that we covered at the very beginning of Seating of the 
Divine, about the wounding that holds us back because of our gender. 
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[13:46]  Joan:  So, I think that was a huge significance.  And that Mother Energy, that 
nurturing Mother Energy, is so important at this time to start to heal that wounding 
within each one of us, but within the collective consciousness of all humanity.  And not 
just limited to the Earth.  There was a Galactic wounding that took place.   
 
So, I just think that --  
You know:  Just, you know, fasten your seat belts!   
Because I think the next few months are going to be something! 
 
John:  Well, they mentioned about five years.  So I think that that will give them plenty 
of time and all of us plenty of time to absorb all this and be able to implement it. 
 
Joan:  Right, I do too. 
 
So, I would ask everyone to -- we would like to hear if you have a comment or a specific 
question.  But also, take that within yourself and sit with it.  And let those seeds begin to 
grow within YOU individually, as well as within us collectively. 
 
So, if anybody would like to speak up, just press *6.  We’d love to hear from you! 
 
Joan/John:  It’s that simple!  [Laughter] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


